Product Sheet

Smartphone Digital Footprint Score
Assessing consumer’s credit risk through smartphone data

In the absence of quantitative measures for banks and financial institutions to assess the creditworthiness of majority of the
population, billions of people in emerging markets are left without access to institutional finance, presenting a huge gap and
opportunity. With the number of unique mobile subscribers expected to reach 5.9 billion by 2025 and global smartphone
adoption rates increasing rapidly from 57% to 77%*, the richness of smartphone footprint data will be increasingly seen as an
important source of alternative data. Our Smartphone Digital Footprint (SDF) Score bridges this gap of data availability from
traditional credit bureaus by enabling financial institutions to credit score a wider base of applicants and grow their credit
portfolio in an efficient and scalable manner. Thousands of data attributes derived using smartphone data elements are used
to build credit risk models, thus allowing a credit risk score to be generated even for the unbanked and new-to-credit customers.
The Smartphone Digital Footprint Score
The SDF Score enriches the credit decisioning process and provides reliable credit
scores to a wider base of applicants by harnessing the power of ‘ready-to-use’
alternative data. Key features include:
Taps into one of the richest
sources of alternative data to
predict credit risk.

Seamless customer experience
through automation. No manual
intervention.

Quick ROI as solution is scalable,
available globally and can be
implemented within days.

Stringent processes to ensure
maximum customer privacy and
data security.

Business Benefits
Scoring the ‘unscorable’
consumers to increase
customer base.
Value-add to traditional credit
data to enhance existing credit
lending processes &
decisioning.
Plug and play solution for
speed and ease of
implementation.

Generating and optimising the SDF Score
A quick snapshot of how a SDF Score is generated

1. Customer gives consent
on the access of SDF data.

2. SDF data is captured,
encrypted and sent to the
Experian Cloud.

3. SDF data is stored,
transformed and processed
using sophisticated analytical
models in Experian Cloud,
generating a credit score.
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Ongoing monitoring & optimisation

*Source: GSMA The Mobile Economy 2018

4. Score of a customer is
made available (via API or a
query portal) to enrich the
credit decisioning process.

Decisioning

Monitoring
5. Models are fine-tuned
based on close monitoring of
the performance and
feedbacks received.

Key differentiators of our SDF Score

Our SDF Score is derived by leveraging on our longstanding experience in building Expert Models, coupled with our
in-depth telco industry expertise in synthesising the various smartphone data attributes
We closely monitor the performance in the first few months of implementation and fine-tune the model interactively using
machine learning techniques. Bad rates stabilise with passing vintages and iterative fine-tuning
Our Business Consulting team can also provide ongoing advisory to better optimise the score and the commercial
applications of this score within organisations

Key Benefits
Reliably score consumers for whom traditional
methods are ineffective. For example, new-to-bureau
or consumers with stale and old data.
Provides better credit access to millions of
unbanked consumers.
Increase in acquisition of good prospect customers
and strengthen the existing customer base.
Increase in revenue growth and profitability.

Scoring the
‘Unscorable’
Consumers
‘Plug and Play’
Solution

Enable high ROI and low payback period by
harnessing the value of SDF data readily available
on consumers’ mobile devices.
Provides peace of mind to as the solution is fully
automated and protected using the best-in-class
data security frameworks.
Fast, easy and flexible process ensures minimal
impact to overall customer experience.

Reduction in number of good customers
mistakenly rejected by supplementing the
traditional credit data.
Improved quality of predictive models and lending
decisions with supplementary credit data.

Value-Add to
Traditional
Credit Data

Improved customer satisfaction by providing
better and fairer assessment of customer’s
propensity to repay.
Decrease in non-performing loans and bad rates.

Data Privacy at our core
As one of the largest data custodians in the world, Experian holds confidential data on billions of individuals on behalf of
financial institutions around the world. The technology and processes developed to securely manage this data are also used
for this solution, built around the following two core principles.

01

We process only
anonymised data

We do not collect any raw customer data - such as SMS
content, email content, contacts etc..

02

Permission based
customer data
processing

We only process customer data when permission has been
expressly granted by the customer, following the latest
directives and regulations
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